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No dampening of spirits here!!!

As our cover
Amalgamation
picture confirms
proposals between the
the inclement
KVBRC and
weather that beset
Bomaderry Bowling
the inaugural
Club are being further
developed.
KV Folk Festival
did not stand in
Our story on pages 3
the way of those
and 4 about aspects of
the proposal, with the
here to have a
good time and
KVBRC Club’s regular report on page 24.
The AGM of the Valley club is set down for
enjoy the musical acts and entertainment
regardless of the inconvenience and discomfort. October 7. In view of the current circumstances
and the need for a secure future the meeting is
Our full coverage begins on page 15.
of vital importance to members and the valley.
News p1–14

Folk Festival 15-17

Regular columns p18-26

Sport p27

Kangaroo Valley School
was the winner of a
prestigious competition
which focused on
“Threatened Species”
The story of the schools
achievement and the
rewards from their
collective effort is covered
on page 5.
The school won again with the annual trivia
night again proving to be a popular and
outstanding social and financial success.
More next issue on the trivia take out.
Directory p28-3

Wot’s on p31
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Well done to the organisers of the
inaugural Kangaroo Valley Folk
Festival.
Of course the rain on that weekend, was a not
so silent partner for the event, but the spirit of
co-operation between organisers, performers
and audiences, defied all the logistical
problems and natural disappointment,
(recognising the fact that the valley needed the
benefits of such a soaking) and the coincidence
of timing, that was simply unavoidable bad luck
that took a little edge off such a memorable
undertaking, but yet still produced a time of
great enjoyment for those taking part.
We have covered the festival extensively in this
issue, apart from the “muddy “mosh pit
photograph on page 1, we have letters to the
editor page 2 and a three page wrap up starting
on page 15 (including many positive responses
and feedback from performers and visitors
alike).
The small KV committee which undertook the
large task, had assembled a magnificent and
varied program, to cater for all tastes and
particular interests.
It was a shame that some events had to be
cancelled because of the weather, (the
children’s shows being one noticeable
category), but the dogged persistence shown by
the participants and the committee, with the
unflagging determination that “the show must
go on!” were such, that strong bonds were
formed and memories cascaded aplenty from
the turmoil, these benefits have rightly laid the
foundation for future festivals.
There was not a long lead-time on this
occasion, a luxury denied, because the KV
Committee were allotted the dates normally
occupied by the long running Jamberoo Festival
organisers, who decided to shift their event to
Wollongong and chose new dates.
The committee have declared their willingness
to stage a follow up festival next year and it is
to be hoped that there is an even fuller measure
of response from local and neighbouring
businesses in providing a stable financial
platform, but the most necessary ingredient is a
far greater participation of valley residents in
attending the varied entertainment on offer.

Letters to the Editor

The absence of “locals” was noticeable and a
much commented upon disappointment, for
the committee particularly, but also those of
us who made the effort to “test the waters” as
it were.
The standard of performance was universally
high and thoroughly enjoyed by all who
ventured forth.
Yes it was wet underfoot, but aids to safe and
relatively dry walking were put in place
swiftly by the organisers, who still had their
many other chores to handle.
Their effort was superb and the Valley Voice
salutes your untiring efforts to put on the best
show possible.
In other matters the achievement of the
Kangaroo Valley Public School in taking out
the “Threatened species” competition is a
credit to pupils and teaching staff in the
thought and presentation of their concern for
the Brush Tailed Rock Wallaby cause.
As Principal Mark McCarthy said on
Saturday night, “Kangaroo Valley is a great
school’, his pride in yet another success is
echoed by the community, (story page 5).
Another Valley institution under threat is the
Bowling and Recreation Club.
Our story on pages 3 and 4, covers the lifeline
being offered to the Valley Club by the
Bomaderry Bowling Club, about which
members will undoubtedly have plenty to say
at the AGM on October 7.
There is new feature this month in a pet
section (page 14) and we invite readers to
drop us a line about any pet issue, that could
be of interest to other pet owners.
The giving spirit of this community is again
covered in coverage of a charity dinner staged
by the Tulip Foundation which concentrates
on Parkinson’s Disease (page 12) and further
action is afoot by the Women’s Plans
Foundation (page 23), Emily Cottage (page
18) and more community projects from the
Lions Club (p 12) and CMRI annual
Melbourne Cup luncheon (p25).
The CWA and VIEW club are also active,
these are all signs of a community that cares
and is willing to pitch in and help.
Carl Leddy
The Editor

Praise for folk festival
All letters must be signed by
the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577

IT WAS FANTASTIC !!
The tents were huge and comfortable and stood
up to the rain and wind.
There was more than adequate seating (there
would probably been a bit less seating if the sun
has been shining) but having two tents was a
great idea.
(Continued on page 4)
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Valley Bowling Club can be saved !!!

… and it will not cost the members a cent !!!
Q Has your
success in
amalgamation
with the Berry
Club,
encouraged
you in this
latest
proposal?
A “Yes it has.
We know that
for some the
prospect has an
emotional
impact. We
recognise that
Garry Wilbraham:
and that is why “fostering the game of bowls”
it is not a slam
bam rush project and is a reasonably slow
integration, but the Berry move has helped us
Extracts from his President’s report (at the end Q Can you give us a specific advantage for
understand the process of amalgamation and
of this article) mailed to members highlight the the individual member?
better prepared us for dealing with the
urgency of the situation and the need for
members.
A “Well for a start they would all become
members to give their approval to the
members of the Bomaderry and Berry clubs, yet It is not a “them and us scenario” at all. We are
amalgamation in full support of the
all in it together and the whole concept is about
membership fees would only be $7 per year,
recommendations at a Special General meeting (not $25 as of now) and for that they would
people, not land or buildings.
expected to be held in early November.
have all the rights of membership and access to They are simply the tools to increase the
Following approval of the proposal by the
enjoyment of members”.
our central club (now valued at more the $10
members of Bomaderry Bowling Club on
million) and the Berry Club as well.
September 17, the Valley Voice interviewed the They would also enjoy our value for money
Q What do you see as a long term benefits of
Secretary Manager of the Bomaderry Bowling meals, special entertainment and lower prices
the amalgamation proposal.
Club, Mr Garry Wilbraham, (who provided
on alcohol, (for example schooners for $3) and A “Clearly the continuation of and further
the artist’s sketch above of the Bomaderry
improvements to the valley club.
the necessary improvements to the Kangaroo
Club’s new $6.5 million extension, shown
We want to foster local business first and then
Valley premises which we have identified”.
above), about the proposal, the motivation and
perhaps later, depending on the development
the benefits that are anticipated following
proposals, to utilise Kangaroo Valley as the
Q What sort of changes might there be?
amalgamation.
base of increased business from tourists,
A “Apart from completing the extension
particularly bowling groups, who could be
already approved by Council, we would be
accommodated in the Valley and have access to
Q Why are you doing this?
looking to give the Club a fresh look.
A “Our primary interest in this matter is to
Uniforms, notices, member communications, a all three of our clubs.
foster the game of bowls.
new entrance and to utilise some of our surplus This would encourage special tournaments,
As a community club we feel a responsibility
coaching clinics and other events to “foster the
furniture and equipment to increase the
and a concern for fellow clubs, which do not
game of bowls” which is our primary
efficiency of the kitchen, improve the green
have the economies of scale and levels of
objective”.
preparation and maintenance and provide
turnovers and profits to not only survive, but
improved amenities for members and visitors”.
prosper in future years”.
(Continued on page 4)

A plan to amalgamate the Kangaroo
Valley Bowling and Recreation Club
with Bomaderry Bowling Club, is,
according to outgoing President Peter
Moore, the best possible solution to the
long term trading decline of the valley
club which has precipitated the
precarious financial position, which
could mean an imminent move to place
the club under a receiver and manager.
The proposal he supports would
eliminate the KVBRC debt and see
many improvements introduced at no
cost to KVBRC members.
In his single term of office, Mr Moore
recognised the chronic nature of several
problems within the club and addressed
them in a forthright manner.

Q What benefits would flow to the valley
club?
A “We bring a highly experienced and
successful management team with effective and
well tried systems, that deliver buying benefits,
stock control, financial reporting and
management procedures and a keen desire, as
with our amalgamation with Berry Bowling
Club a few years back, to not only help out a
fellow club, but ensure the continued
improvement in facilities and services for the
members.
Also I am confident that the Board would
continue our policy of sponsorship and support
for other community interest groups in the
Valley.
Currently we support more than 20
organisations in the Shoalhaven”.
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Human interest stories,
news and
happenings from our
Kangaroo Valley
churches

Compiled by
Linda Chittick

(Continued from page 3)

Berry Bowling Club: Out of the red: doing well increase in short term overdraft accommodation
from $20,000 to $100,000, pending
was necessary to sell three of the Club’s 15
determination of strategies to provide a long
poker machine licences, in order to offset the
term improvement in the financial performance
Club’s deteriorating cash position, with $61,000 of the Club.
being received from the disposal of the licences. The Board was initially hoping that a
Whilst a reduction to 12 poker machines was
redevelopment of the Club’s property would be
not anticipated to have an impact on poker
the solution to provide a substantial cash
machine turnover, this number of machines was injection (or increased rental income) for the
deemed to be the minimum number of
Club to turn around its deteriorating cash
machines that the club would require for the
position.
future.
In May 2006, Expressions of Interest were
The $61,000 received from the sale of the three sought by the Club from property developers to
poker machine licences (treated as a nonmake submissions for development of the
operating revenue item) effectively masks a
Club’s land.
significantly higher operating loss than the
Several proposals are being pursued with
$53,071 reported in the year
developers; however the anticipated timeframe
Extracts from The President’s report
Membership of the Club over the past three for the development approval process is
years is as follows:
anticipated to be 2-3 years.
The Club unfortunately incurred a loss of
30 June 2004
420
Such redevelopment is therefore not seen as a
$53,071 in 2005-06, compared with a loss of
30 June 2005
320
viable option to secure the short to medium
$20,232 in 2004-05.
225
term viability of the Club.
This deterioration in financial performance was 30 June 2006
As at 30 June 2006, Current Liabilities of
The continued viability of the Club is, in my
almost entirely attributable to a significant
$123,977 exceeded Current Assets of $53,107 opinion, wholly dependant upon the
reduction in poker machine trading, with net
proposed amalgamation with Bomaderry
clearances declining from $226,083 in 2004-05 which was a deficit of $70,870.
The major contributor to this deficit was an
Bowling Club, which members are asked to
to $119,812 in 2005-06 (a reduction of 47.0
increase in borrowings from the National
carefully consider how they will vote at the
percent).
Australia Bank of $65,946, who provided an
Special General Meeting of the Club.
During the year, the Board determined that it
Darryl Atkins, a bowling member at the Berry
Bowling Club, reinforces Garry Wilbraham’s
comments about the Berry amalgamation.
“We were between a rock and a hard place”
said Mr Atkins, “there were objectors from
within our membership at the time, but there is
no one against it now.
Bomaderry have been generous supporters of
our Bowling Club to the extent that we now
have about $9000 of surplus funds which was
unheard of in the past.
That money is committed to promoting the club
and bowls and we have really turned the
corner.”

Letters to the Editor

KANGAROO VALLEY
VOLUNTEER RURAL
FIRE BRIGADE
(KVVRFB)

(Continued from page 2)

The sound systems all worked well with only a
tiny hiccup here and there.
The lighting was perfect.
The volunteers were great keeping up the
supply of hay to soak up the puddles as well as
all their other jobs.
The other venues were very well organised.
All in all a very professional event of which
you can all be extremely proud.
We loved it and would have stayed right until
the end - (although we didn't leave till 10 pm)
had we not had guests.
We hope that the Festival will be on again next
year and that the rain did not dampen the
enthusiasm to run this wonderful event again,
but this time with a lot of locals attending as
many of the events as possible.
This year they were notable by their abscence
As we said before'
IT WAS FANTASTIC!
Christine and Chris Bult

For Valley Voice
advertising
Please call
44 652 652

SEEKING NEW MEMBERS
The Editor
As most people are aware Kangaroo Valley’s
demographic is/has changed over the years.
With more and more houses becoming
“weekenders”, families relocating, school
leavers moving away in search of careers, and
as such KVVRFB, like all community based
organisations (schools, sports clubs, social
clubs, and volunteer groups) are all struggling
for members.
It is not a “man’s domain” or a “closed shop”
and is open to all.
KVVRFB is looking for active people to join.
Criteria:
! !!!! is open to anyone 16 y.o.-116 y.o.
Male and females
! !!!! full time residents or weekenders
encouraged to join
! !!!! complete application forms (available
at station)
! !!!! pay membership of $10.00 (adult)
$5.00 (students)

!!!!!! attend the BF course (basic
firefighter’s course) at K.V.
!!!!!! attend regular training sessions when
available
!!!!!! attend callouts when available
! !!!!!!
KVVRFB is the “Valley’s” primary fire
brigade for incidents within the Valley and is
also called to back up neighboring brigades at
incidents.
Incidents attended include
!!!!!! automatic fire alarms
!!!!!! smoke sightings
!!!!!! grass-structure fires
!!!!!! motor vehicle accidents
!!!!!! search & rescue
To join come to the station any Wednesday at 6
pm or call Craig Winter 4465 2170 or
Neil Breeze 4465 1005.
The Editor

Arts in the Valley
Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival Inc (KVAF)
aims to distribute our brochure, giving full
details of our festival from 20 to 22 April 2007,
at the end of October or beginning of
November.
(Continued on page 6)
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School’s rock wallabies win threatened species competition
Students from the Kangaroo Valley
Public School have won Shoalhaven City
Council’s coveted Threatened Species
Day competition for 2006.
As the winning school, the students and
teachers will receive a water tank with a
first flush device, a worm farm, a $220
book voucher, native plants for their
school, and free admission to the Nowra
Wildlife Park for 30 students.
At the Wildlife park the students will have an
exclusive ‘wildlife experience’.
Hundreds of students from across the
Shoalhaven entered this year’s competition,
coordinated by Council’s Strategic Planning
Group, in partnership with the Nowra Wildlife
Park.
The aim was to increase school children’s
awareness of threatened species and our city’s
rich natural environment.
Students entered the competition by drawing a
threatened species, such as the rock wallaby or
the orange-bellied parrot – that occurs in the
Shoalhaven.

K.V. School’s award winning poster

Back Row: Elizabeth Dixon (Council), Nicholas Shillko (Nowra Wildlife Park),
Greg Watson (Mayor), Mark McCarthy (School Principal)
2nd Row: Jennifer Williams, Lauren O'Connor, Brooke Pritchard
The students also had to demonstrate what the
class had learnt about the species they depicted.
Shoalhaven City Mayor Councillor Greg
Watson said he was encouraged that the entire
Kangaroo Valley School got into the spirit of
the competition and created a massive collage
of information and pictures about the rock
wallaby.
“I was certainly impressed and amazed by the
creativity and the amount of work that had gone
into the collage, but I was equally impressed by
the number of schools that had gone out of their
way to research information on threatened
species such as the grey nurse shark, the giant
burrowing frog, the eastern quoll or the broadheaded snake,” Clr Watson said.
“I encourage all schools and students to brush
up on our threatened species not just to try and
win next year’s prizes but education is one of
the most powerful factors in helping us to
preserve these species for future children of the
Shoalhaven.”

Nowra Anglican College and Nowra East
Public School received special commendations
for their creative work accompanied by good
research.
Both schools have won a compost bin and
native plants and shrubs for their efforts.
All entries in the competition decorated the
Council’s Administration Building foyer in
Bridge Road Nowra during September.
National Threatened Species Day is held on 7
September each year to encourage the
community to help conserve Australia's unique
native fauna and flora.
National Threatened Species Day was first held
in 1996, to commemorate the death of the last
Tasmanian Tiger held in captivity in 1936 in
Hobart. By focusing attention on the plight of
many of our threatened animals and plants
Threatened Species Day aims to encourage
greater community support and hands-on
involvement in the prevention of further losses
of Australia's unique natural heritage.

She was a real whiz with figures and had a very sharp
mind.
As well as being a member of the bowling dub Gwen
was also a member of the View Club and Treasurer of
Gwen and I were close friends for
the Croquet Club until her illness made it too difficult to
approximately 20 years and it is with great
attend the luncheons, play croquet and do the booksadness that I advise of her passing on 21st
keeping.
She had been a member at one stage of the CWA.
August at Nowra District Hospital.
I understand that Gwen had also worked for the Smith
Gwen worked at Osborne Park on a voluntary
Family and no doubt helped a lot of people during this
basis for 10 years.
After that she worked at Glenmack Caravan Park for time.
Gwen was "Godmother" to a lot of people in the Valley
Brian and Margaret Hoadley as book-keeper and
and was the wind beneath so many wings - she will be
general assistant for a number of years until the
truly missed.
business was sold.
Gwen had worked as Secretary on a voluntary basis at Goodbye dear friend and thanks so much for all you
have done for everyone.
the bowling club when it was going through a
Robyn Dale
difficult financial period.

Vale: Gwen Bell
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KangarooValley
Garden
Group
CHOOK PEN TOUR
OF THE VALLEY
Believing that a house and yard become
a home and garden only when there are
chickens running around, forty people
joined our first chook pen tour of the
Valley.

Kangaroo Valley Voice
equipment, with a little bit of
tweaking.
Pamela Davis has enclosed side-byside chicken (Fowlty Towers) and
duck areas with a wonderful floor in
the sleeping quarters, made from
grating so that it eliminates quite a
lot of pressure to constantly keep the
hutch litter free. My favourite would
have to be the stained glass
windowed “Palais de Chook” in the
garden of Barbara Woodney and
Keith Learn.
Here we saw another watering
system and an insect zapper that

Seven homes kindly opened their chook pens
one cool morning at the end of August and we
toured them all.
It is amazing how each one was different and
we learned something new from all seven
owners.
Elaine and Ron Bower have designed an
ingenious permanent watering system for those
who rely on tank water without pressure from
the mains.
David McLeod explained the pros and cons of
the external egg laying boxes at Melross (the
collector doesn’t need to enter the house and
disturb the chickens but it is a very wet job
when it rains heavily in the valley).
does not fry
Lee Sharam and Bruce Rodway showed us both
the insects
their chicken and waterfowl homes and
but allows
revealed how the tip can provide low cost
them to be
fed to the
salivating
chickens
the next
morning; as
well, Keith
has devised
a French sorrel enclosure that perpetually
provides greens for the chickens.
Kevin and Heather Powell have two chicken
hutches with mezzanine floors for the chickens
to roost at night – a high class condo!
Finally we visited the “in progress” chicken
hut, being built by Jan and Jim Starkey.
May I help?
What a great opportunity to provide advice,
based on all we had learnt during the inaugural
chicken run.
And it was just the inaugural tour, for many
others have suggested alternative chook pens
for us to visit.
So please join us for the next one if you too
love your chickens or are even just thinking
about investing in some.
They provide hours of fun, eat your bugs and
leftovers, food in the form of eggs and manure
As your Federal member, it is my role to
facilitate and assist you and your family
Valley Arts Festival
with any concerns you might have.
My office is located at 24 Berry Street,
(Continued from page 4)
Nowra and is open from 8 am to 6 pm
Paid up members of KVAF will have priority,
Monday to Friday or you can contact me on
for a period of 14 days from the date of
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790
distribution of the brochure, to book the best
I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley
seats for the events of their choice.
and am more than happy to call or visit
To be certain of taking advantage of this
you if you cannot get to my office.
priority booking period, anyone wishing to join
KVAF who has not yet done so must deliver a
Joanna Gash MP
completed membership application form

Federal Member for Gilmore

Page 6

for the garden – nothing else can compare for
an all-round investment.
Thank you to all the chicken lovers who
allowed us to traipse through their gardens,
answered all our questions and provided many
hours of interesting discussion.
(obtainable from Kangaroo Valley Post Office),
with the fee of $20 per person, to The
Membership Secretary, KVAF, PO Box 6114,
Kangaroo Valley, 2577 no later than Friday 20
October 2007.
Some existing members have yet to pay their
membership fees.
For those members to be certain of taking
advantage of the priority booking period, their
fees should also be received by 20 October.
Yours faithfully
Tony Barnett Secretary
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Memorial service for Pioneers
of the courage of the
pioneering families who had
migrated from the UK in the
19th Century and contributed
with time and effort to the
development of the land and
community.
Mr. Gus Miller welcomed the gathering of
The eulogy tribute to her
more than 70 people and told of the dedication great, great grandfather was
of Patrick to his family and the Broughton
given by Mrs Patricia
Masonic Lodge….now Berry.
Braden.
The Mayor of Shoalhaven, Greg Watson spoke
Sprigs of
wattle from the
descendants
of
Emie Paterson (nee Edwards) Great Granddaughter of Patrick
Patrick and
Maguire and also Daughter of Daisy Chittick of Kangaroo Valley.
Ann were laid
on the graves and Rev. Dr. Jack
Lodges from Berry and Nowra, was a chance
Hely CBE.
for everyone to catch up and swap stories;no
Grand Chaplain UGL. of NSW
lack of wholesome ‘craic’, of course.
and ACT conducted a thoughtful The descendants of Patrick and Ann, are rightly
service.
proud of their pioneer history and were
Guests inspected the gravesites of delighted to see the preservation of ‘the way we
other members of the Maguire
were’, so diligently presented and cared for by
family before
the Pioneer Park Trust and the Historical
attending a Masonic Memorial
Society.
Service at the Uniting Church in The MAGUIRE FAMILY and their life in
the Valley.
Kangaroo Valley is the subject of ‘Kangaroo
The lunchtime barbeque,
Tales’ (page 13) in this month’s Voice.
Joan Bray
Many of the descendants of Patrick Maguire at Pioneer Farm organised by the Masonic

The relatives and friends of ‘Paddy’ and
Ann Maguire attended a graveside
service at the Kangaroo Valley
Cemetery, on Sunday September 17, to
mark the 100th Anniversary of Patrick’s
death.

specifically the Gamelan in Malili Dreaming
knowledge with fellow guitarists.
help reflect a more diverse range of colours and I try to show the oneness of musical styles and
emotions.
the importance of self expression.
Soulful guitarist composer Anthony
Always inspired by the spiritual aspect of
I am looking forward to travelling once again
Garcia will release his stunning new CD
loosing oneself in improvisatory bliss I have
through the Australian countryside, meeting
Malili Dreaming through Manjaro
tried to honestly replicate my guitaristic
new people and sharing my music.”
Music and embark on a national tour in meanderings in the compositions you hear on
Anthony will be performing in Kangaroo
November.
this CD” said Anthony.
Valley on Sunday 12 November at 3.00 pm at
This CD is a unique collection of emotive
Travelling through metropolitan and regional
the Kangaroo Valley Hall.
pieces that reflect the diverse background of
NSW and the ACT Anthony will be presenting Tickets are available through the Kangaroo
Anthony’s life living in Australia, Indonesia,
a number of workshops to local musicians.
Valley Newsagency or at the door.
Singapore and Mexico.
Talking about these workshops Anthony said “I
Full Price $ 20.00 Concession $ 15.00 and
The result is a powerful body of work that
always enjoy sharing my experiences and
Families $ 45.00
commands attention and clearly represents
Anthony’s oneness with the instrument.
As a composer Anthony has an innate ability to
blend formality with a colourful improvisatory
flair.
A highly trained classical artist, well versed in
styles such as jazz, Latin folk and popular
music Anthony manages to bring together the
threads of these genres to create an original and
communicative sound scape of universal
appeal.
The opening track Malili Dreaming sets the
tone for the CD with an ethereal quality not
unlike a musical dream sequence.
Through this composition, echoing sounds of
the traditional Balinese gamelan emerge in a
way that defies description.
Servicing the tyre needs of the Shoalhaven since
“This CD gains its name from the title track
Malili Dreaming and marks a natural evolution
1946 now with 60 years of service
in my compositional style toward something
more personally expressive and technically
Fully equipped farm service vehicle
innovative.
Peculiar effects used to reflect bird noises in
Tyres Mag Wheels Mechanical servicing Rego
Eternal Sunshine and Asian percussion

Valley in virtuoso’s itinerary

Murphy’s Tyrepower
71 North Street
Nowra
Phone 44 212 311

Inspection Wheel alignments Brake repairs
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Country Womens
Association
Kangaroo Valley Branch

What happened in September?
A great CRAFT morning before the
September meeting when the Handicraft
Office, Wendy Norris, demonstrated wet
felting, showing that felting can be made
either in the sink or washing machine.
FESTIVAL DAY – what a hoot! - Lots of fun
and laughter.

Kangaroo Valley Voice
The theme was anything to do with the sea.
Kangaroo Valley’s skit was very well
received. Kangaroo Valley Branch and
Mollymook District were awarded joint first
prize for the most “original” sea creature.
AGRICULTURAL AND
ENVIRONMENT DAY.
How special was it??
CWA members and their friends travelled
from as far away as Exeter, North from
Kiama and down
as far as Milton
Ulladulla.
The local
certified organic
grower, Suzi
Mead gave us
food for thought
on the
requirement
needed to
become an
organic
producer.
Wyn presented Food Miles, the presentation
by Shoalhaven Water was very enlightening.
The Curator of Bio-Technology at the Sydney
Powerhouse museum entertained the audience
with her interesting examples on recycling
and reusing.
COMING EVENTS
At the Meeting on 10 October (one week later
this month) fees are due.
Craft will be at 10 am followed by shared
lunch then the AGM.
Monday 30 October 2006, well known
Illawarra Summer Knitters Parade.
This Parade will have to be seen to be
believed –show casing multiple colours and
innovative crafted designs.
Designs suitable for day or evening.
Tops, skirts, collection of lovely baby wear.
Also men’s wear.
Parade 10.30 am to 11.30 am.
Cost of $10 includes Parade and delicious
light lunch.
Heather Kelly Publicity Officer
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Community Corner
V.I.E.W. Club chat
Our September meeting was held at the
Source at Kangaroo where as usual we
enjoyed the tasty cuisine prepared by
Cheryl.
Our speakers were two wonderfully
dedicated ladies, Fran Pritchard and
Donna Parker, volunteer carers with the
Wires organisation.
ran has been involved with this work for twelve
years and her main interest is mammals. Donna
cares for birds and possums.
Through their talk we all gained insight into the
dedication and plain hard work that is required,
e.g. two hourly feeds with very young possums
or in one instance, a platypus.
The amount of washing required is equal to that
required by a mother of a young baby; and no
disposables!!
The rewards however were plain in the
snapshots that were on display of the many
amazing creatures that they had cared for over
the years.
Our thanks to these ladies for allowing us a
glimpse into their world.
There will be no speaker at the October
meeting, as we will use this time to finetune our
planning for our Gala Day to be held at the
Hall, on the 18th October.
This is our major fund raiser of the year, and
View club members from throughout the region
will attend.
Elaine Reidel

October ADFAS Lecture.
Thursday, October 12, 2006
Berry School of Arts
commencing at 7.30 p.m.
Topic:
THE STONE OF HEAVEN:
THE STORY OF CHINESE JADE.
The beautiful jade stone has been precious to
the Chinese for over 6000 years.
The lecture explains the background to the jade
stone, where it is found, how it is worked,
colour choices, dating and its long history as
part of Chinese culture.
Recent excavated sites where jades were found
will be shown on slides, e.g. the rare jade burial
suites from Mancheng, Hebei province.
The lecture will be presented by Mrs Hanne
Sutcliffe, BA Hons, FRSA, NADFAS.
Hanne Sutcliffe is a guest lecturer on bi-annual
tours to China, frequent independent research/
study tours to China and guest lecturer on
cruise liners.
She is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts
and has many degrees, graduate and post
graduate.
Visitors are welcome to attend the lecture
which is followed by a light supper.
Cost is $15.00 payable at the door.
Thank you.
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Kangaroo Valley, Sunday 12 November 2006, 3.00 pm
Kangaroo Valley Village Hall
Tickets: Kangaroo Valley Newsagency or at the Door
$ 20.00 / $ 15.00 / Families $ 35.00
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Big thank you’s to Craig Winter, Neil
Breeze and Mark Burke for bringing the
Kangaroo Valley Fire Truck to pre
school.
The children had an
exciting morning
dressing up in fire coats
and hats, then climbing
up into the fire truck.
We had fun visiting Happy
Healthy Harold in the
“Life Education Van” at
the Big School. Harold
helped us learn about good

nutrition, safety, and hygiene.
Caelan dressed up in Harold’s beach gear to
show us how to be safe in the sun.
Thanks to Eileen Rebbeck and Lounges Plus for
the donation of the Futon Lounge for the pre
school.
It is great to have a comfortable corner in which
the children can read and relax.

Pre school is now taking
enrolments for 2007.
If you would like to enrol your child for next
year, please ring us or come in and visit.
The pre school phone number is 44651327.
There are still some places available.

Cuppa & Kids Playgroup
meet at the
Anglican Church Hall
on Tuesdays at 10 am
For more information call
Jane Gripper on 44652017

BerryVets
in
KangarooValley
Consultations between 10 and 12 am Tuesday .

(House calls available after 12 am)
Consultation by appointment
Please phone: 4464-1899
Commencing: Tuesday 17 October, 2006
Address: 11 Rectory Park Way, Kangaroo Valley

Robert Constable, piano Upper River Hall
7.30 pm Sat Oct 28
tickets: $20, $10 (concession)
from Kangaroo Valley Newsagency
enquiries: 4465 1299 web:
www.shoalhaven.net.au/~mwsmith/bk2006
proceeds to the Kangaroo Valley-Remexio
Partnership (assisting projects in East Timor)
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Do you have …native
vegetation on your
property?
Are you interested in developing a fire
management plan?
Do you want to attend a workshop on
Thursday 30th November?
Then the Hotspots Fire Project has a unique
opportunity for you…
What’s it all about?
For many land managers and communities, the
responsible use and management of fire
represents an ongoing challenge. Eliminating
fire is neither a practical nor an ecologically
appropriate solution. We live in fire prone
landscapes. Meeting the challenges associated
with fire requires effective planning and
collaboration within communities, between
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managing fire on your property. For those who
are interested, Hotspots then organises a second
day of map-based fire planning with
agencies and across tenures.
landholders for their own property.
Through a coordinated program of literature
This results in an overall plan for fire
review, training and education initiatives, the
management, including fire protection measures
Hotspots Fire Project is translating science into
& planned fire activities such as hazard
a practical management framework for land
reduction. The goal is to protect economic,
managers and regional communities.
social and environmental assets.
The Hotspots team puts together the latest
This project is funded by the New South Wales
developments in ecological fire management,
Environmental Trust. For more details see
works with current fire legislation and provides
www.hotspotsfireproject.org.au.
access to materials for landholders through
Interested? Hotspots is running a workshop
workshops.
series in the Kangaroo Valley in November
The project works with landowners, members
2006, however spaces are limited.
of the community, scientists, Volunteer
To register your interest in attending a Hotspots
Brigades, the Rural Fire Service, Catchment
Workshop please contact: Eric Zarrella,
Authorities, Public land managers and others.
Shoalhaven CSO ph: 4429 4444, email: Eric.
Workshops include a one day workshop for
Zarella@cma.nsw.gov.au or Margie Jirgens,
landholders on fire ecology and fire legislation
ph: 44460140
and other important information relevant to

Carolyn Colfelt

YOUR INVITATION TO ATTEND

Southern Elements Sculpture Exhibition
and the Australian Open Garden Scheme present

Sculpture at Inanna
60 original works from 23 artists
through 5 acres of garden & 70 acres rainforest
Live music by the iris pond - Sat 1 pm Furry Animals (Celtic)
Sun 12:30 pm Alan Mulley’s Jazz Quartet
Morning and afternoon tea
Thursday morning - collection’s first viewing and meet the artists

12 to 15 October - 10 am to 4 pm $5 entry
Inanna, 358 Tourist Rd Beaumont
Enquiries Beth & Rob Packer 4464 119
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asterism is terrifically beautiful in binoculars.
A telescope is of no advantage here.
If you have any diagram of the shapes of these
By Gerard Keyzer
mythical constellations it is good to remember
that they will appear upside down in our
southern skies.
October is the month when we change
If you look for the moon on 11 October it will
from the winter Milky Way to the
be right next to one of the Bull’s horn tips, the
Summer Milky Way, the bright cloud
angry red eye of the Bull, the star Aldebaran,
band of stars spanning the western sky will be straight above, about four handspans
is already setting by about 10PM and
“up” the sky.
even daylight savings won’t hold it back. The belt of Orion will follow the Bull’s eye.
Jupiter is well ahead of the Milky Way and is
From the belt, the hunter’s sword hangs “up”
only visible for about an hour after sunset, but the sky, the handle of the saucepan.
Saturn is returning to grace our heavens, rising In this obvious line of stars is the Great Orion
in the northwest at about 3 am.
Nebula, at about magnitude 4.1 it is visible to
The recognisable constellation of Orion (which the naked eye under good conditions but
includes the asterism known to many of us as
binoculars will give you beautiful detail.
the “Saucepan”) will be high in the sky by
About an hour following the belt of Orion we
about midnight.
find Sirius, the Dog Star, the centrepiece of
Many of us feel that the movement of the
Canis Major, the large (hunting) dog, following
heavens is slow and ponderous but fail to look it’s master faithfully.
for a month and the whole picture is changed.
The brightest star in the sky, it lies just on the
Think what it is like to see a nephew, niece or
edge of the Summer Milky Way and with
grandchild after three months absence.
Betelgeuse and Procyon, make up the summer
They have grown so much!
triangle. Betelgeuse was a movie.
The night sky rotates 360 degrees in 365 days
Only kidding!
so that’s pretty close to one degree every day.
Betelgeuse is a bright yellowish star and marks
For those of us using binoculars, or the naked
the lower (northwest) corner of the figure of
eye, look forward to the return of the Pleiades
Orion, his shoulder in fact.
or seven sisters that flee from Taurus the Bull. By next month I hope to have a scanner and
The Pleiades are a good test for your eyesight, will attempt a stick figure to help you identify
as I mentioned a few months ago, but the

this constellation.
Well, the second version of my talk about
Telescopes for Beginners was a lot of fun and
my thanks to those who attended.
I know of many telescopes out there that aren’t
getting enough use and would like to encourage
their owners to contact me if they would like
some help with their equipment or just some
advice on finding your way around the sky.
My help will cost you a cup of tea. Please email me at gerardk@snoopashoal.com or
phone 0414 811 618.
My thanks to Jacqueline for the use of the
Osborne Hall, Mark McCarthy and Margaret at
KV Public School for the blackboard, and
Archie for one of the demonstration scopes.
When is the next one?
Yes, I know it’s hard to believe but people have
actually asked me that!
I hope to have some slides ready in a few
months for a presentation on our place in the
Universe (astronomically speaking) and I have
promised to speak at the school first but will
possibly have something arranged for the
November issue.
It was a shame that the clouds obscured the
Moon when it was occulting Uranus earlier this
month but there have been a lot of clear nights
since and there is always plenty to see.
Be brave, you don’t have to be outside a long
time and the evenings can be quite warm.
Clear skies.

Courtney Clark, is a member of the energetic
Tulip Foundation Board, who were ably
supported by a willing Dinner Committee,
Residents from Kangaroo Valley were
including Jan McGregor, from the Valley.
among guests at the Fourth Great Women
Chefs of Australia Degustation Dinner at the Generous donations of prizes for the Auction
included a painting of ‘Tulips’ from Margaret
Wentworth Hotel, 14th Sept.
Olley, [who despite her failing eyesight
All proceeds from the dinner go to the Tulip
Foundation which is dedicated to raising funds completed the work as a special gesture] a pair
of signed Boxing Gloves from Muhammed Ali,
to assist researchers at the Prince of Wales
Medical Research Institute in their endeavours a framed Gold Record of ‘April Sun in Cuba’
by Dragon [donated by Peter Dawkins,] a
to find treatments to cure the debilitating
signed 2006 HSBC Waratah’s rugby jersey, a
Parkinson’s disease.

row of Merlot grapes for the 2006-2007
vintage, from the Lowe Family Wine Company,
with state of the art wine storage cabinet.
The auctioneer was brilliant and there was
vigorous bidding for these highly desirable
items.
Most of the donations for the ‘silent auction’
came from Valley and District Businesses and a
special thanks is accorded to….
‘The Heavens’, ‘Crystal Creek Meadows’,
‘Alcheringa’, ‘Cloud Nine Chalet’, ‘Kangaroo
Valley Safaris’, ‘Man from Snowy River Horse
Riding’, ‘KV Country Club’, ‘The Source
Restaurant’, ‘Jing Jo, Thai Restaurant’, ‘Café
Bella’, ‘Yarrawa Estate Winery’, ‘Berihurikari
Restaurant’, ‘Pamper Me’, and ‘Dawn Daly
Ceramics’.
Their generosity raised a considerable sum for
this very worthy cause.
Selected Wine makers were acknowledged for
their excellence and contributions to the
enjoyment of the cuisine.
This was a varied six course dinner
from talented chefs, Charmaine Solomon,
Alexandra Brown, Carol Selva Rajah,
Giovanna Toppi, Penny Williams,
Simmone Logue.
The second Norma Willis Award for Culinary
Excellence, recognising women in the Food
Industry, was awarded to Stephanie Alexander.
The Grand Ballroom was softly lit, the beautiful
bowls of tulips on every table completed a
delightful atmosphere and the elegant guests
were in happy mood to enjoy the gala occasion.
The Board and Organising Committee are
grateful to Pfizer for their valuable support and
to the Sofitel Wentworth Hotel for the
excellence of the venue and service.
Joan Bray

Star struck

Charity dinner success

Excavator
New IHI 5 tonne with rubber tracks
Includes:

All buckets—Rockbreaker—Augers—Levelling blade for
Dam clearing—Landscaping—House & shed sites & footings
Rockwalls & rocks supplied

Bobcat
4 in 1 bucket - trenching
post hole boring - backhoe attachment

Tiptruck

Vibrate roller

Dozer D4

soil, gravel, rubbish removal
Caterpillar, site levelling, roads, dams, small clearing

Also 2 coat cold bitumen driveway seal with own equipment
Fully ticketed as required. Fully insured

Mobile phone number 0408 534 019 Home phone 02 44 651 172
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Irish heritage in the Valley
There were many pioneering families in
Kangaroo Valley from the mid 19th Century,
but regrettably too few have left recorded
histories of their lives and endeavours.
Not so the Maguire family who took up
selection here in 1863.
On Sunday 17th September their patriach,
Patrick was remembered and honoured at a
special Memorial Service at the Cemetery,
where the graves of Patrick and his wife Anne
have been beautifully restored by the Masonic
Club and the family.
Dorothy, their daughter wrote of her childhood
in the Valley and this account has been lovingly
preserved for future generations.
It is from this document that the family have

acres in ‘Kangaroo Ground’, near where the
Cemetery is today, and enthusiastically set
about erecting a slab and bark hut, primitive
shelter, but the beginning of a prosperous life.
The land was rich in timber trees, oak, cedar,
gum and hickory, well watered by a creek and
springs and the soil very fertile.
As portions were cleared, with axe, brush hook,
hoe and spade, crops of corn, maize, oats
potatoes and other vegetables were planted.
The children were young but the Australian
climate had made them strong and healthy, so
they were a great help with this rather daunting
task.
Some early crops failed, so different seeds were
tried and Patrick was successful with wheat,
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Kangaroo Tales
By Joan Bray
hops and arrowroot, [which was fed to the
poddy calves ].
The wheat was cut with reap hooks, thrashed
with a flail, ground into flour in the small steel
mill and made into damper which was cooked
in the hot ashes of the hearth.
Soon the family was able to invest in better
tools, a camp oven and a crosscut saw.
The nearest store for farm and household
supplies was Wollongong, 60 miles away, so it
was important not to forget anything as the trip
was only four times a year.
The round journey was an arduous three days,
with pack and saddle horses over a rough
mountain track.
One return trip all horses were so laden that
Patrick walked and the new saw was carried
over his shoulders!
The children delighted in the bird life but not
too keen on the destructive grasshoppers and
marauding bandicoots, paddy melons, wallabies
and dingoes.
There were no rabbits and the parrots,
cockatoos, and magpies were only a bother
when the crops were ripening.
An effective method of control seems to have
been running up and down the rows waving
arms and shouting.
Patrick invested in more stock, built a dairy,
fenced the paddocks and the children helped
with all this work besides the milking and
rearing of calves.
They were inventive and industrious.
The girls bleached the young leaves from the
cabbage trees and wove them into hats which
they sold for 10 shillings.
They made their own candles from the native
beeswax and enjoyed the plentiful supply of
(Continued on page 18)

graciously consented to my ‘borrowing’ so that
this interesting pioneering story can become a
part of the ‘Kangaroo Tales’ series.
Patrick was born, at Drumgurney, County
Fermanagh, Ireland in 1815 and Anne, in 1822,
at Drunmore, in the same county.
They married, began a family and worked hard
to become successful farmers.
However, ill health, and the loss of three
children, persuaded them to accept an offer
from Patrick’s cousin, Henry Osborne and
migrate to warmer climes.
So their passage of seven pounds 10 shillings
was paid and they sailed from Ireland in 1855,
on the ‘Ben Nevis’, with young Edward, 8,
Catherine, 6 and Dorothy 3.
The usual hazards of the 6 month voyage were
encountered and then after quarantine for a few
weeks they journeyed by steamship and bullock
dray to Marshall Mount, to be welcomed to the
Osborne’s comfortable home.
They quickly settled to life on the busy dairy
farm and the children attended the local school.
In 1863, the Robertson Land Act for free
selection on Crown land, gave Patrick and
Anne the opportunity to become landowners.
There family, now six children, acquired 50

Kangaroo Valley
Supermarket
4465 1512
Hello and welcome to the Valley!
We have the one-stop-shop for all your
everyday and weekend needs
Groceries
Specialty breads
Delicatessen
Frozen foods
Fresh fruit and vegetables DVD hire
Chemist lines
Video hire

Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley
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Youth of the Year search on again

Note - Students at Colleges of Advanced
Education, and equivalent Institutions are
The Lions Youth Of The Year Quest is a eligible to participate in the Quest if
project of the combined Lions Clubs of undertaking secondary studies.

Youth of the Year

Save at the Pool

The swimming pool will open on Saturday 4
November 2006.
Admission charges will not be increased from
Australia and Papua New Guinea,
The Judging Process
last season, and Lions will again be offering a
supported by National Australia Bank,
10% discount on season passes bought in the
Initial competition in the Quest commences at
to select an outstanding youth to be an
first two weeks of the season – i.e. by 17
club level and successful participants will
ambassador for his/her country and
progress through to zone, regional, district and November 2006.
travel overseas under the auspices of
As last year, the pool will be open from 7 am to
state finals.
6 pm, except that it will be closed between 12
Lions Club International.
In each state the most outstanding young
The Quest is designed to encourage
individual will be invited to attend the National noon and 1 pm on weekdays during school
term.
final in May 2007.
student interest in leadership and the
Full details of opening times and charges will
qualities required to take an active and
Lions Club of Kangaroo Valley invite
appear in the November Voice.
constructive role in the community.
interested students to be part of the 2007
Raffle Reminder
The Quest seeks a high level of academic,
Lions Youth of the Year Quest.
leadership, sporting, public speaking and
A reminder that Kangaroo Valley Lions Club is
citizenship achievements in its potential
The Club competition will be held on Tuesday raffling an original oil painting, Camping Out
winners.
evening 28 November 2006 at Kangaroo Valley by Di King, valued at $1200.
Hall.
Tickets are only $5 each, and can be bought
Eligible Contestants
Contestants will have an initial interview
from Kangaroo Valley Newsagency or from
1. Youths who are attending or have attended followed by presenting a five minute prepared
any Lion.
a high school or other secondary school or speech and responding to two impromptu
The raffle will be drawn on 12 December 2006.
equivalent standard of school in any other questions on current affairs issues (each of two
All proceeds will be donated to the committee,
educational establishment, including
minutes duration).
chaired by the Mayor, which is raising funds to
correspondence school, in 2007.
acquire a linear accelerator for Shoalhaven
2.
Under 19 years of age as at 30 June 2007.
Please contact Lion Bruce Preston
Hospital to enable local residents to have
Students under 16 years of age at 31
on 4465 1331 for entry form details.
radiation therapy in Nowra, rather than have to
December 2007 must be in their final year
Completed entry forms to be received
travel to Sydney or Wollongong as at present.
of schooling.
by 31 October 2006.
Tony Barnett
3.

Pet corner

This month we introduce a new column about caring for favourite pets.
If you have questions you would like answered, drop us a line C/- Post Office,
Kangaroo Valley and we will pass to our veterinarian for helpful advice.
for flea reproduction and growth, these flea
eggs will hatch and continually re-infest your
pet.
When used correctly there is no evidence to
support resistance to any of the commercially
Fleas on our domestic pets can be very
available flea products, constant re-infestation
difficult to control, especially in the warm
is usually to blame for product failure.
summer months.
All of the commercially available flea control
The most important aspect of successful flea
products require the flea to bite the animal and
control is environmental decontamination and suck it’s blood to affect a kill.
the most appropriate way to decontaminate
There is no product, nor is there ever likely to
your pet’s environment is via year round use of be, that repels fleas (otherwise we will have to
product that kills all the stages of the flea’s life- start using it).
cycle and regular cleaning of all materials that Hence it is essential to control the flea burden
the animal contacts.
in the environment.
Likewise it is important to treat all animals in
In animals that are allergic to flea bites, one bite
the household.
can cause irritation for up to a month and hence
Failure to address flea control in the cooler
fastidious preventative measures are essential.
months of the year results in an enormous
Consultation with your local vet may be
build-up of flea eggs in the pet’s environment. required to tailor a specific flea treatment
In summer, when weather conditions are ideal regime.

Is your house a
flea circus?
PETA SEATON, M.P.
MEMBER
FOR
SOUTHERN
HIGHLANDS

CAN I HELP YOU?
With any State issue including:
Schools, law and order, health, environment.
Contact my office on
Tel: 4861 3623 Fax: 4861 3546

Peta Seaton, MP
Member
for Southern Highlands

Can’t you stop that dog scratching?
Yes we can.
The skin is the largest organ in the body and
hence skin irritation can be a major nuisance to
our pets and everyone within a 200m radius.
Skin irritants in our domestic pets include:
fleas, mites (demodectic/sarcoptic), food
allergies, deep and superficial yeast and

bacterial infections, contact allergies and skin
sensitization by environmental allergens
(atopy).
In most cases, it is easy to for your local vet to
determine the underlying cause of the skin
irritation after which there is usually a simple
and inexpensive solution to the problem.
Don’t let them (and you) suffer any longer.
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“Will become one of the major events on the Folk calendar”
for the billeting of
many of the
performers.
The Kangaroo Valley
Voice for
encouragement and the
space to promote our
new event.
The various off-site
venues: Uniting
The committee is delighted to have received so Church, Café Bella,
many encouraging emails and cards from
KV Bowling Club and
artists and visitors about a weekend that looked assorted street spots
from the outside like a complete ruin.
Go Hire and
Read on…
Shoalhaven
There was also: great music, awesome
Temporary Fencing
organisation, local business support, welcoming for substantial
Canberra based “Shiny Bum Singers”, one of the hits of the festival
smiles, good fun, dancing, poetry, workshops, discounts on the costs
choirs and the nicest, friendliest bunch of
of the obvious
experience and expertise were of invaluable
visitors to the Valley you are ever likely to
hardware of the event.
assistance.
meet.
Morf Design for a great logo
Nowhere to be seen were any signs of
The stallholders who braved water running
KV Lions Club
complaint or impatience, and we want to thank through their tents
Kangaroo Valley Public School
The performing artists who KV business people whose cheery support and
generosity were a great boost to us
generously reduced or
waived their fees to help us *Please accept our apologies if you wished to
be mentioned by name and have been missed.
get started
Please notify the committee and we shall seek
Kangaroo Valley
to remedy this omission in the next KVV).
Electrical (Mike), for his
A DVD has been made of the event, starting
assistance above and
with the set-up and will be an excellent record
beyond the call of duty
of the first of what we believe will be an annual
Local artists and IT
event in the Valley.
professionals for website
These, and our shirts, embroidered with the
assistance and stage
awesome design created by Jo Stirling are
backdrops
Volunteers who sat at gates available for sale through our website, the KV
Newsagency and KV Supermarket.
and doors, tidied loos,
wrote and painted signs and And for the Future:
carted and stacked and built The committee plans a regular monthly
fundraising event (notice has gone into
and unbuilt everything,
Council) to prepare for the next festival and
many of whom did not
reclaim their entrance fee. notice of these will appear in the Voice each
month for those who wish to stay tuned (and to
Students from the Event
come along and have a good time).
Management course at
Bomaderry TAFE whose
(Continued on page 16)

This was one artist’s
opinion (see quotes at
the end of the story) of
the potential of the
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival after
what looked like a horror weekend of
rain, mud, straw, duckboards, reduced
ticket sales (and did I mention the
rain?).

The Karaoke night at the Valley Club was well
attended and appreciated by all who were there
everyone who attended for your unceasing good
humour in pretty trying circumstances.
Although the income attained has not met the
required figure, due to the weather, the shortfall
is not huge and is certainly not the amazing
figure in excess of $70,000 that we have heard
circulating through some channels.
This story is akin to the tale that surfaced,
immediately prior to the festival; to the effect
that the event was cancelled due to lack of
ticket sales and which appeared locally and in
emails from Canberra.
We would like to thank the following for their
unwavering support
Kangaroo Valley Tourist Association for its
immediate assistance with essentials which
enabled our small committee to establish a path
along which to work
The Friendly Inn for assistance with start-up
capital, and numerous other businesses for
donations, including accommodation providers

A.P.Sparke & Broad
(Established 1897)

Solicitors & Attorneys
OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT
ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
LEGAL MATTERS
Contact: Philip Broad
31 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688
Incorporating the practices of
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman
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“A major event”
(Continued from page 15)

Already we have had enquiries from as far
away as the United States and Canada from
bands and audience alike for the dates for next
year’s event! It will just get better.
The following quotes are genuine, but no names
are attributed, as permission for the publication
of identities has not been sought. (Verification
is available if required).
“I would like to thank you for booking us to
perform at the festival, despite the weather we
had a great I believe it is one of the most
Jane Richter (right) and daughter Libby
beautiful and accessible festival sites (on the
support each other as the Festival begins
circuit)”
“Having been to some other festivals and
regulars at Jamberoo we think KV has potential “A great variety of music [of] high quality and
professionalism…a variety of performances to
to be a GREAT festival.”
Letter to the Editor

WOW!! What a weekend!
Yes, I have to admit, Mike and I had
never been to a folk festival before – an
incredible admission for folk our age?!
Surely it’d be music that we’ve all heard before
(30 years ago) and are too familiar with, played
by young folk with multiple piercings and
dreadlocks, or wizened old fogies with pony
tails.
We would never have been motivated to go
over the mountain to see/hear such music, but
felt we really ought to go to our local festival to
support the amazing, enthusiastic effort put in
by the organisers.
Well, we had just the best weekend!
And so did our ‘smart’ city-friend who was
staying with us.
There was an astounding variety of music.
Not just Oz/Celtic traditional stuff, but East
European (from the Valley’s own multi-talented
group, Ecobeat) and beautifully harmonised
voices (from several choirs including many
familiar local faces), ethereal strings (which

included hammered dulcimer and Celtic harp –
in the delightful Uniting Church) and countless
other acts, large and small.
And, yes, there was rollicking, gutsy,
energising traditional folk that was just made
for a sing-along and bounce-along in the
Friendly Inn (sadly, we didn’t get up to the club
for the karaoke).
And then there was the Poets’ Breakfasts at
Cafe Bella – chuckling into our bacon and eggs
we were.
And the story-telling, and the painting and
many other workshops.
Combine the great range of musical genres with
the half-a-dozen events on offer at any one time
and you really had something for everyone,
including the kids.
And the quality of the music!!
Not just ‘ordinary’ because folk is the ‘music of
the people’ but really the best.
And the professionalism and good humour was
wonderful, as well as heroic and stoic – you
might have expected the wet weather to test a
few tempers (as well as the many fine wood
instruments), but if it did, we never saw any
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choose from at any one time”
“What a good weekend it was…. great music…
a broad selection of musical genres good
humour (professionalism) from all, regardless
of the weather…wonderful organisation, so
everything moved along smoothly, despite the
many challenges….”
“Many, many congratulations to all concerned,
especially the hard-working committee!!!!! And
a great thank you!”
“Congratulations to the hard working
committee for getting this festival
going. I really appreciate all your hard work.”
“First of all; congratulations on a really great
first festival!!
We all enjoyed it immensely despite the rain.
Thankyou very much for inviting me to play
and I look forward to attending and playing at
more festivals in beautiful Kangaroo Valley.”
(Continued on page 17)

signs of it.
So, what were the downsides?
The organisers will have learned just where the
low spot is on the oval!
But that was also a silver lining - for the final
event on Sunday afternoon in the Barrengarry
marquee, a dozen teenagers found the mosh-pit
turned mush-pit was just the best for dancing
and letting off some steam.
And Ecobeat just played magnificently on
(though they looked a little fearful for their
instruments and speakers occasionally).
Yes, the festival would have been better if the
sun had shone, as it did on the two weekends
before and after, but our city guest and we put
on our gumboots and Drizabones and were just
fine, thank you very much!
But we were a little disappointed at the number
of friends and other locals that we didn’t bump
into because they weren’t there.
Some of them said later, that ‘folk music wasn’t
really their thing’ and ‘the weather put them
off’.
Well, the weather was not much worse than
often besets our Show in February and this was
the inaugural folk festival in the valley after all!
Amazingly, I understand the organisers are very
keen to do it all again next year.
Without being critical, I encourage them to
think further about marketing.
A banner across the main street?
How to change the image of ‘folk’ in our
locals’ minds? (while obviously retaining the
committed ‘folkies’ who follow the circuit with
a religious zeal).
Perhaps some lead-up events?
Perhaps some ‘folk’ music at the Show next
year?
So, let’s all get behind this great, fun initiative
next year!
Yes, it’s good to be a sleepy backwater some of
the time, but let’s put on a really good showing
when we get the chance!
So, from three of your audience, an enormous
THANK YOU to all involved in the planning,
organising, funding, setting up, performing and
clearing up – it was a big job and you all pulled
it off stunningly well.
We hope you are all feeling pleased now the
exhaustion has worn off.
Chris Pryor and Mike Penfold
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The Festival wrap
(Continued from page 16)

“Just a note to thank you for having us at the
inaugural Kangaroo Valley Folk
Festival and to thank you, the many workers
and volunteers for a magnificent
effort under heartbreaking conditions.
Although the weather tried its hardest to ruin
the festival, we believe the
enthusiasm of those who attended augurs well
for the future and next year
will see the Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival
become one of the major events on
the folk calendar.”
Our mailing list is being compiled now: please
email us at any time to be added, and to receive
regular updates.
Any local businesses wanting to be involved in
the planning and production of future events are
invited to contact us also.
So thanks to those of you who braved the messy
conditions, and if you didn’t make it there
because of the weather, or because Folk “isn’t
your thing”, please listen to the voices of the
people who came along “just to have a look”
and are now hooked.
And we’ll see you there next year.
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival Committee
Our email address: kvfolk@bigpond.com
Our website: www.kvfolk.shoalhaven.info/
or Google: kvfolk

High Fidelity were another of the top class acts at the Festival with a brand of exciting music

Generous support
from the
community
The Folk Festival was fortunate to have
the support of a handful of volunteers in
the week prior to the opening of this
event and warm thanks are extended to
these generous people who helped with
the decoration of the Hall and main
marquee …Mike Gorman, Ken Novich,
Jacqui Smith, Joan Bray.
The colourful and decorative panels
depicted symbolic and humorous themes
and were well chosen and created by the
local artists.
These vibrant paintings set the mood of the
Festival and were a brilliant backdrop to the
dancing.
Thank you to Dawn Daly, Sue Prescott, Sheila
Young, Kirsten Smith, Sally
D’Ovelle, Leigh Kingston, Larraine Hahlos,
Jacqui Smith, Tish from Café Bella,
Joan Bray.
WELL DONE TO YOU ALL !
These panels have been donated to the Festival
Committee by the generous
Artists together with the beautifully painted
flags and lanterns, and may well be
used to adorn the venue for future Festivals .
Thanks also to Bomaderry Paint and Paper,
Spotlight, Rob and Sharon Morris, Pat Powell,
Jason Horton, Joan Bray for the donations of
materials.

The brilliant and different artistic backdrop was a feature of the Folk Festival Mark 1
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OPEN GARDEN AT
EMILY COTTAGE
Emily Cottage is a country style residence on
2 ½ acres at 2286c Moss Vale Road,
Barrengarry, owned by Ron and Elaine
Bower, with 360 degree views of the
escarpments.
The garden has been developed in a typical
country cottage style.
It will be opened again this year on Saturday 4th
November from 9 am to 4 pm.
Although the house was only built in 2000 it
appears to have been there for years as the
garden is now well established.
It has more than 180 roses which surround the
cottage and climb over arbours and along the
perimeter fences.
It is a large garden which features lavender,
swamp sage, rosendorf sparrieshoop roses and a
range of other smaller plants.
Since last year the garden beds have been
expanded, planted out with a wide range of
additional roses and perennials as well as a
grove of various Japanese Maples.
The trees have started their spring growth so
once more the garden should be looking
stunning.
The entry fee is $7 which includes tea or coffee
with freshly baked scones.

Irish heritage
in the Valley
(Continued from page 13)

honey.
As they years went on Patrick selected more
land adjoining his original 50 acres, altogether
10 titles and 423 acres and other families
moved into the Village so neighbours were not
more than 5-10 miles away.
In 1871 a school was established.
Mr Heird was the first principal.

The scones are to be baked on site by Mary and
Bruce Preston.
As there will be plenty of seating many visitors
will be content to sit around for an hour or two,
talking to friends, taking in the views of the
escarpment and garden.
A number of stalls will be set up where you will

be able to buy plants, jams, craft etc and if you
want to extend your stay over lunch BBQ
sausage sandwiches will be on sale.
All proceeds will go towards the support of
SECET (Shoalhaven Employees of Christian
Education Teachers).
Margaret Barton

The children helped with, breaking in bullocks
to the yolk so they could be harnessed to the
slides to cart the crops from the paddocks,
branding calves, rounding up stray cattle,
churning the butter in the barrel churn and
general household maintenance work.
The butter fetched 4 pence a pound, at
Broughton Creek, and was shipped by the
steamer ‘Meeinderey’, twice a week
In 1891 Patrick commissioned a new home to
be built for the family.
Patrick Donnelly was the builder, for the sum of
121 pounds, to be completed in six weeks,

under a penalty of 3 pounds, two dry days to be
allowed for one wet one, materials to be of the
best quality available and the work to be under
the supervision of Mr Maguire himself.
There were some aboriginal people living in the
Valley at this time and they often came to the
settlers’ homes for food and blankets, which
were readily given.
They were fond of hunting opossum from its
tree hide out and dispatching it to the cooking
pot with the aid of a stone tommyhawk.
As more settlers moved in, the Community
wished for better amenities and communication
with other towns and villages.
The Church of the Good Shepherd was built
and equipped with an organ, all with public
support and donations.
Saleyards were installed, a hotel built, the post
office established and a bridge over the
Kangaroo River became a reality.
The Shoalhaven had still to be crossed by punt
after a ride over Cambewarra Mountain on
horseback, but in time this river was also
spanned and access to Kangaroo Valley, from
north and south was quicker and easier.
So time moved on for the Maguire family, their
children grew up, married and moved from the
area, Patrick and Anne had become prosperous
in their adopted country, entered into the life of
the community and its development and will be
remembered as a worthy example of the
pioneering spirit.
Anne died in 1891 and Patrick in 1906
On this the 100th anniversary of Patrick’s
death we pay tribute to his memory and
thank his descendants
for the opportunity to learn more of
19th Century life in our Valley.
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Human interest stories,
I say she found me) that I could actually be
news and
‘real’ with and who didn’t judge me or expect
happenings from our
anything from me.
Kangaroo Valley
She introduced me to Christianity and the
churches
words of Jesus, words that encourage us to
Compiled
by
I used to think achieving was what life
‘love one another as I have loved you’.
Linda Chittick
was all about.
That became a turning point and I began to
That never fully satisfied me as there was appreciate the value of true human connection. This has satisfied my search for meaning in life.
A connection not based on social status or
always another goal to reach and they
I then began to understand Jesus’ promise of a
possessions; not based on superior intelligence
began to get more and more difficult, the
relationship with us “I will be with you until the
or common interests, but on shared
older I became.
end of the age”.
I started to wonder what it would be like to not vulnerability and a love of Christ.
He desires a true relationship with us; a
That is what allows true intimacy with another.
be able to reach the goals I set for myself and
relationship that is intimate and mutually
Within the context of a trusted Christian
that left me with a bleak picture of life.
satisfying.
fellowship
group
my
trust
in
God,
myself
and
So I turned my energy to problem-solving.
He died for it!
I set about trying to solve my own and everyone others began to grow.
else’s problems as efficiently and cleverly as
possible.
Maybe this was what life was all about, solving
problems.
When that didn’t satisfy either I turned my
focus to family and friends.
I set about trying to please them; to put a smile
Fundraiser for the
on their faces and gain their approval.
This not only didn’t satisfy me it wore me out
Beaumont Rural Fire Brigade
and I became angry and resentful.
I played the part of the martyr well.
Then one day, more by chance than design, I
was introduced to the idea of relating; really
relating to others on an emotional and
psychologically intimate level.
I was at a low ebb and found a friend (or should

From
The Church of the Good Shepherd
Kangaroo Valley

ANNOUNCEMENT

Is a happening thing!

Valley Guide
to eating out
Thai

Jing Jo
44 651 314

Mediterranean

Café Bella
44 651 660

Modern Australian
Source at Kangaroo
44 651 969

Inaugural
Berry Mountain Festival
Sunday 29th October,2006.
10.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.
! Scarecrow Trail
Competition
! Entertainment
! Open Gardens
! Market and Food Stalls
! Children’s Activities

Free Parking all sites
Value—service and
a good choice
Beaumont Volunteer Rural Fire Brigade Grounds
it’s all here in
(899 Kangaroo Valley Rd, Bellawongarah.)
Kangaroo Valley.
& nearby Mountain locations
So much to do, you wont
want to leave

Family Fun Day On The Mountain
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Vagaries of the Market
I have been talking to other agents in the
Bowral and Berry areas recently and have
been surprised to learn that those areas are
experiencing fairly lean times with regard to
the real estate market—some say the worst
in 25 years!
This is in marked contrast to Kangaroo Valley, - our office has had excellent enquiry and
strong sales this year to date. This goes to show that the present
state of the market has nothing to do with what is happening in
parts of Sydney or what state the economy is in. It could be that
the profile we have achieved in the Sydney
media of late has brought Kangaroo Valley to the fore of people’s
minds, or that buyers perceive that Kangaroo Valley represents
better value than Berry or Bowral. The irony is that the prices we
have been achieving have been in line with them! It could also be
that the Kangaroo Valley Community is more welcoming - we all
know it’s a better place to live!
pretentious.

Real Estate thought for the month:

Homes for Rent
A 1 bed, 1 bath, cottage
-$185 pw
A 2-3 bed home on Moss Vale
Rd - $185 pw
2 & 3 bed cottages, some with
views, others on acres - $240
pw each
A 3 bed, 2 bath villa in town—
$300 pw
Ring Melanie on 44651404 if
you would like to arrange an
inspection.

The aspiration of the older generation was to be able to
pay off the mortgage. The aspiration of the younger
generation is to be able to get a mortgage!

Recent sales in the Valley have included:

What is a Fair Commission?
Some agents will offer discounted commissions says John McGrath,” but
they are also most likely to sell your property for an equally bargain
price”. The director of Ray White Double Bay – Michael Finger, concurs
“The best test for a vendor is to see how low you can push the agent in
their fee and the one who quotes the lowest fee should be the last agent you
use to sell your house. The one who can defend their position and earn
their keep is the one you go with because if they can secure their own fee,
they can certainly secure a good price for you.”
At Lindy Ross & Associates, we offer full service, with comprehensive
marketing in both local & Sydney media, four websites and a proven track
record of success. We pride ourselves on going the extra yards to get the
best price possible for our vendors. If you want to compare our service
with other agents, give Lindy or Penni a call on 44651404.

A 4 bed, 2 bath home on 5 acres in Jenanter Dr
A 3 bed, 3 bath home on 19 acres in Barrengarry
45 acres of vacant land by the river
A 4 bed, 2 bath home on 11 acres
A 5 bed home on 10 acres in Upper River
A 1 bedroom home in the village
A 3 bedroom home in Rectory Park Way
A 3 bedroom home in Jenanter Dr
We also have offer and acceptance on 120 vacant acres
in Bugong, a village home & a home on 4 acres at
Wattamolla

...the leading agent in Kangaroo Valley
www.kvre.com.au

165 Main Road

Ph 44651404
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The latest nutrition magic
by Rosemary Stanton
reputable journals, it may be more important to
note a case study reported in the Annals of
Pharmacotherapy (2001) in which a drink made
from wolfberries interacted with a patient’s
reaction to warfarin. The authors warned that
wolfberries and warfarin are not a good
Goji juice
combination and stressed the importance of
checking all herbal medicines before
Made from bright red-orange Himalayan goji
Hepatology and in August 2005 in the World
berries, goji juice comes with claims that there prescribing anticoagulants.
Journal of Gastroenterology).
are 34 reasons why you should drink it. It is
Noni
juice
The first describes a 45-year-old man who
supposed to lower blood pressure, prevent
developed severe liver problems for which
Several
years
ago
when
I
discussed
noni
juice
cancer, maintain healthy cholesterol levels, help
doctors could find no explanation until the man
(Morinda citrifolia) on Burke's Backyard, I
with weight loss, balance blood sugar and
mentioned he had been taking noni juice for
received
a
flood
of
mail
from
its
multi-level
manage diabetes, relieve headaches and
three weeks. A liver biopsy confirmed herbal
marketing
distributors
who
started
by
attacking
symptoms of menopause, assist vision and
toxicity. He recovered, but the
chronic dry cough and much more. If you have me and my scepticism, and then tried to convert
gastroenterologists involved thought doctors
me
to
distribute
the
stuff.
no obvious health problems, you are advised to
should be alerted to this potential problem.
buy it to improve your energy, memory and
In 2003, the ACCC prosecuted a noni juice
fertility and make you look and feel younger.
distributor for making extensive and unproven The second report details two cases of liver
claims that noni could cure diabetes and cancer. toxicity related to noni juice in which a 62 yearThe evidence lists the usual glowing
old woman recovered when she stopped taking
testimonials from satisfied users, identified only Three years later, noni juice is again being
noni juice, although a 29-year-old man (who
as Tom W from Kansas or Mary-Ann from
heavily promoted by sellers. Some still claim it had previously had hepatitis) required a liver
Tennessee. Several untraceable 'doctors' also
can cure cancer, but most are more subdued,
transplant.
attest to goji's powers for themselves and their alleging benefits such as support for the
Each problem appeared to be due to some toxic
patients, with claims it has cured problems
immune system, absorption of nutrients at the
anthraquinones in noni.
ranging from reflux and restless legs to cancer. cellular level, shining hair and glowing skin,
increased
mental
clarity
and
attention
span,
and
Most sellers of noni in Australia claim their
A Medline search on goji juice itself reveals
greater
physical
performance.
products are superior to others as they come
nothing, but track down the botanical
information about the goji berries that grow on One noni juice seller's website claims that over from Tahitian plants. As the juice tastes
unpleasant, one enterprising company now puts
a thorny bush found in the Himalayas and you 33,000 research papers and articles have been
it into capsules and sells a powder of noni
find it is the same species as the English
published on noni juice over the last 80 years.
combined with a range of other ingredients –
wolfberry. There are tests on these berries
It’s unlikely anyone will check the figure!
some of which have proven benefits.
(laboratory and rodents only) and results have
Another site lists references. I looked them up
been published in a variety of journals. None
and while some show pharmacologically active A litre of noni juice costs about $50. That’s
match the claims made by the sellers of goji
less than goji juice, which multi-level marketers
compounds in noni juice, none represent any
juice, who seem to do an amazing line in
sell for $69 a litre. But then goji juice is also
studies for any ailment in humans.
extrapolation.
claimed to have four times the ‘life force’ of
Again, a couple of warnings about noni may be noni juice.
Like many plants, these berries contain some
relevant (published in April 2005 in the
components with interesting pharmacological
So take your pick! Or save your money.
European Journal of Gastroenterology and
properties. For example, wolfberries are a
source of zeaxanthin, one of the two
carotenoids which has been associated with
reducing the risk of age-related macular
degeneration.
Along with its relative lutein, zeaxanthin is
found in greatest abundance in spinach, rocket
and dark green Asian vegetables, with smaller
amounts in broccoli, sweet corn, persimmons,
oranges and mandarins.
A small German study with 12 participants
reported that the zeaxanthin in wolfberries is
absorbed into the bloodstream, so there is at
least a possibility that goji juice may have some
benefit for the eyes, although proof of
absorption is not quite the same as a clinical
effect.
Chinese researchers have also shown that
wolfberries contain some polysaccharides that
may be valuable, although studies have not
progressed to humans and are a far cry from
justifying any of the claims made by the sellers
of goji juice.
Future studies may find some clinical value for
goji. But until such studies are published in
Wheatgrass juice was all the rage in 2005,
with extravagant claims that it would cure
almost anything. The magic wand has now
settled on some new products that are
supposed to cure almost everything.
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lovely Clerevale in Kangaroo Valley, two
tickets for the Sydney Theatre Company, a
silk scarf. Raffle books by request.
There are many treasures to be found, and we
The organising committee for Women’s at Silky Oaks.
There's no effort required to discover the magic will have a chance to bid directly for overseas
plans have announced details of their
of the reef and rainforest; it's all around you." aid work.
2006 fund raising dinner.
Please come, and invite others.
Voyages has donated 2 nights in a luxury Breakfasts and dinners are part of the package. Together we can make a difference.
Graceful Faberge candlesticks, a collection of
Treehouse room:
Olympic memorabilia, wines;
"Nestled on the edge of the Mossman Gorge in
An autumnal lunch or dinner for eight, at your
Alice Oppen
the Daintree Rainforest.
venue or ours;
9857 5175
Voyages Silky Oaks Lodge is the ultimate resort
And an impressive array of arts, crafts and
oppenama@bigpond.com
where rare wilderness can be enjoyed in
literature from women in
elegance and ease.
Australia and around the
Here guests can enjoy the wonders of nature in
world, at a wide range of
their own private tree house, delight in fine
minimum bids, great values.
food and relax with soothing spa treatments.
Raffle prizes: silver spoon set,
An oasis of tranquility, you'll feel worlds away
a two night midweek stay at

Women’s plans annual appeal

Interested in no dig gardening or farming
worms? This workshop is for you!
Hurry, there are a limited number of places
still available in the popular Shoalhaven City
Council practical Composting, Worm
Farming, No Dig Gardening workshops.
Have you been trying to make compost for your
garden, started a worm farm or created a nodig garden?
Or have you tried to make compost and it just
turns out smelly?
Have you started a worm farm and the worms
don’t seem to be eating the food?
Are you already having fairly good results but
would like to learn more, meet like minded
people and share your experience and learn
from others?
Then the Shoalhaven City Council free
Composting, Worm Farming, No Dig
Gardening workshops are for you.
You could even win a worm farm.
Director City Services and Operations John
Wells said Council is again offering a Spring
Calendar of the popular Composting, Worm
Farming and No Dig Gardening Workshops.
“Shoalhaven residents can learn how to get that
compost heap started and working properly,”
Mr Wells said. “They will also learn how to get
a worm farm started.
And simple steps to creating a garden which
requires no digging.”
The workshops will also show you how you can
take steps in your own home to reduce the
amount of waste going to landfill.
Or how much water you can save through better
composting and gardening methods.

DROUGHT ASSISTANCE CONTINUED
Member for Gilmore Joanna Gash has said
Gilmore farmers will continue to have increased
access to drought relief payments.
Mrs Gash said a $10,000 increase to the offfarm income test requirements for Exceptional
Circumstances Relief Payment (ECRP) is to be
reinstated.
Mrs Gash said farmers needed to contact
Centrelink on the national hotline 13 23 16 to
assess their exceptional circumstances
eligibility or contact her Nowra office on 02
44231782 for further information.

These workshops provide you
with practical help, ideas and
information to benefit your
garden, vegetable patch and
kitchen waste bin.
The workshops are free.
Participants will go into the
draw for a worm farm and are
also eligible to purchase a
compost bin through the
Council at half-price.
Workshops are held in Nowra,
Huskisson and Ulladulla.
Bookings are essential so to
reserve your place and for
more information please
phone Shoalhaven City
Council’s Waste Hotline now
on (02) 4429 3374.
CONTACT:
Director City Services and
Operations, John Wells
(02) 4429 3298

SELBY’S EARTHMOVING
“Your Local
Earthmoving
Contractor”

COMPETITIVE RATES
COMPETENT OPERATORS
FREE QUOTES & FRIENDLY
ADVICE

4WD Backhoe –with augers (300 mm, 450mm, 600mm)
Bobcat with trencher and augers
Bulldozers
Excavators
Tip Truck (sand, soil & gravel supplies)
Excavator Bulldozer

Phone David or Sharon on 4465 1186 or 0428 429 398
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Proposed Amalgamation with
Bomaderry Bowling Club
A special meeting of KVBRC members
is planned for early November 2006
(with the date to be decided at the
conclusion of the Annual General
Meeting) to discuss and vote on the
proposal to amalgamate with the
Bomaderry Bowling Club.

NEWS FROM THE BOARD
Each month, the Kangaroo Valley
Bowling and Recreation Club (KVBRC)
publishes a one page newsletter in the
“Kangaroo Valley Voice” to inform
members on what’s happening at the
Club. By publishing the newsletter in
the Voice, it also enables the wider
community to be informed on KVBRC
activities.

The process of amalgamation of clubs
is governed by Division 1 of the
Registered Clubs Act 1976. A Club
that is a party to a proposed
amalgamation must, in accordance
with the Regulations to the Act, notify
i t s member s of t he pr oposed
amalgamation.

h.

terms of administration of the
business of the dissolved club
i. the number of premises of the
parent club
j. how staff will be retained by
the parent club
k. the management structure of
the parent club
l. the membership structure of
the dissolved club and parent
club
m. t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n t o
membership of the parent club
or the members of the
dissolved club
n. the payment of any costs
arising out of the execution of
the deed
o. the resolution of disputes
arising under the deed
p. t h e v a r i a t i o n a n d t h e
termination of the deed
q. such other matters as may be
specified in the regulations

If the membership of both Clubs agrees
to the amalgamation proposal then a
Deed of Amalgamation is prepared and
the Board of Directors of each Club will
convene a General Meeting of members
of each Club separately to approve in
GENERAL NEWS
principle, the making of a conditional
More changes have been introduced to application to the Licensing Court of
the club’s program
NSW for approval of the amalgamation.
There is free pool Monday to Friday
[Members of Bomaderry Bowling Club
from 3 pm till 5 pm.
There is the Adults pool competition on have already voted in favour of the
Wednesdays at 6 pm with a $5 entry amalgamation proposal at a special
meeting held on Sunday 17 September
fee.
The Junior pool competition is on 2006].

There is clearly a lot of information
that has to be passed to and approved
by the members of both clubs before
the court can approve the
amalgamation.
The earliest time anticipated for the
amalgamation to be completed would
be 01 July 2007.

Tuesdays at 3-30 pm to 5 –30 pm
Note all children MUST
accompanied by an adult

RESTAURANT UPDATE

b e The proposed Deed of Amalgamation
would cover such matters as:
a. the outcome each club expects
b. the terms and conditions
AGM
c. the kind of amalgamation
d. the identity of the dissolved
The Annual General Meeting of the
club
KVBRC is being held at the clubhouse
e. t h e s u p p o r t t h e l o c a l
on Saturday 07 October 2006,
community receives from the
commencing at 9.00 am. We look
parent club
forward to a large attendance by
f. a list of the major assets of the
members.
dissolved club
Please remember that the doors will be
g. assigning of the responsibility
locked at the time of commencement of
of the debt and liabilities of the
the meeting.
dissolved club
Trading Hours

Dinner Fri—Tues 6 pm to 19 pm
Monday
·
Bingo 6.00 pm.
Tuesday
·
Social Bowls 1.30 pm.
·
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
Casual gear.
Trivia challenge 7 pm
·
Members’ Badge Draw 8 pm
Variation to trading hours is at the Thursday
discretion of staff or the duty director. ·
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
ATM: Cash regularly available - for
Casual gear
members & and patrons during trading Friday
hours.
·
Croquet: ph 4465-1608 for time.
ACTIVITIES
Casual gear.
Friday to Tuesday
·
Meat raffle: Tickets from 7.15 pm;
Grub on the Green Restaurant
draw starts 8 pm.
Dine in / take away: ph 4465-1231
·
Members’ Badge Draw 8 to 8.15
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

4.30 pm - 8.30 pm
12 noon - 9 pm
12 noon - 9 pm
12 noon - 9 pm
12 noon - 10 pm
12 noon - 10 pm
12 noon - 8.30 pm

WHAT IS COMING SOON?
A Mersey Night in November more
details to be advised.
A new restaurant service called Grub
on the Green commenced operation at
the end of September.
The hours are listed below.

APPRECIATION
The Board and club would like to
thank Jane Richter for her work in the
restaurant and the office.
Peter Moore and Trish Sherborne
on behalf of the board.
Saturday
·
Social Bowls: 1.30 pm.
Casual gear.
Sunday
·
Barefoot Bowls: 1.00 pm.
·
Petanque: 3.00 pm.
Is gambling a problem for you?
Call G Line (NSW) Counselling Services
on 1 800 633 635.
Kangaroo Valley Bowling & Recreation
Club Limited (A.B.N. 84 584 252 182)
Marshall Street, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
Phone (02) 4465-1175. Fax: (02) 4465-1775

Email kvbrc@shoalhaven.net.au
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CHILDRENS’ MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

The KV Children’s Medical Research
Institute held their AGM on 13th
September.
Elected Committee Members are
President, George Howe, Secretary,
Isabelle Butler, Treasurer, Joan Good,
Catering Officer, June Luscombe,
Publicity Officers, Doris Blinman and
Joan Bray.
The KV Branch has been a hard working
organization for the last 48 years and has a
proud record of fund raising for the Institute.
Today the number of contributing members is
nine, so there is room for more interested
residents to join and lend their energy and

KV Rowers at home on the lake

Enthusiastic members of the KV Rowing club, take to the smooth waters of Lake Yarrunga
for a training spin in the “eight”.

support to this very worth while Research
Charity.
The Research Centre at Westmead Children’s
Hospital is always keen to show case their work
and explain their achievements to members of
the public who desire to learn more about their
wonderful research into childhood illnesses.
It is that time of year again when we
Easy enough to telephone the Institute and
leave winter behind, become
make a suitable time to visit.
reacquainted with our summer clothes The Melbourne Cup Luncheon at the Bowling
and start planning what to wear for the Club is the highlight of the
Kangaroo Valley Fund Raising endeavour each
Melbourne Cup Luncheon .
It is important to look good, maybe wear a year and particulars of the event are detailed
hat and hopefully draw the winning horse below.

Melbourne Cup
in the Valley

in the Sweep, but most of all it is important
to support this Children’s Medical
Research Institute’s popular fund raiser in
the Valley.
The Kangaroo Valley Branch has been an
enthusiastic worker for CMRI for 48
years, since the founding of the Institute and
today, though small in numbers, is
still dedicated to this vital Charity Organisation.
The Luncheon will be held at the
KANGAROO VALLEY BOWLING CLUB,
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 7
Cost ..$30 per person
for a
CHICKEN and SALAD and DELICIOUS
DESSERT LUNCHEON with champagne of
course.
Prizes for the Best Dressed Couple, the Best
Ladies and Gentleman’s Hat, lots of
Raffle Prizes and the all important SWEEPS.
Seating will be available from 11 am …tickets
may be purchased before the day at the
BOWLING CLUB BAR, or by ‘phoning June
Luscombe 44651218 or Isabelle Butler
44651248
Think about getting a party together and come
along for a day of good fun and fellowship
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The Raffle will be drawn that day and there will
be an opportunity to purchase tickets on Tues
7th, besides at the Street Stall in the Village on
Sunday Oct. 8th.
The main prize will be a framed signed training
shirt from Kieren Perkins and a painting from
Zeppa .
Doris Blinman and Joan Bray

News stories
please to
kvvoice@shoal.net.au

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
JOHN MCKINLEY
KANGAROO V ALLEY
MOBILE - 0428 610 508
A.H. - 4465 1181
FAX - 4465 1904

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
* LAWN MOWING
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
* TRENCHING
* POST HOLE BORING
* SOIL LEVELLING
* POLY PIPE LAYING
* ROTARY HOEING
* STUMP GRINDING
* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS

Valley Tourist attractions and activities
Cellar Door tastings
by appointment
Yarrawa Estate
44 651 165

Canoeing
Kayaking Hire
Kangaroo Valley
Safaris
44 651 502

The Man from
Kangaroo Valley
Horse riding
44 651 912
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The Sports Report
Compiled by Kate Rutherford

KANGAROO VALLEY MENS BOWLS MAJOR PAIRS FINAL The Valley Voice

Runners up on the left, winners on the right
Kevin Bascombe and Nathan Jones
are set for their match with
Tiges Lidbetter and Lance Brown

Lidbetter and Brown Winners!
The finalists were Geoff “Tige” Lidbetter and
Lance Brown against Kevin Bascombe and
Nathan Jones. Last year the two sides met in
the Major - Minor Final with “Tiges’” team
eventually running out winners.
This year with revenge at stake the game began
with the scores see-sawing throughout the early
stages until the dogged consistency of Libetter
and Brown pushed them to a slight lead.
This they maintained as Bascombe and Jones
finally hit their straps and lady luck began to
shine their way.
The game was anyone’s until the 19th end but
Lidbetter and Brown prevailed to take the
victory 22 to 12.
This was the 4th consecutive year that “Tige”
has won the Major Pairs Trophy with the
previous three wins being teamed up with
Adam Rigney
More action is to come as the heats and semifinals of the Triples , Minor Singles and
Consistency Trophies are contended

needs your help
We are looking for a couple (or
two or three) people to take up
the responsibility of organising
the labelling and despatch of
the Voice each month.
Our present assistants
(Laurie and Diana De Ville )
have done a sterling job, but as
they have now moved out of the
area, we need a replacement
team to take up this important
part of the production and
distribution of our newspaper.

A couple of hours, once a month
is all that is required.
Please call Carl on 44 651 621 if
The Bias One you are interested in the task.

AGM of the Club. Saturday October 7. At 9 am

Hot off the Press !!!!
New restaurant now open !!!!
Grub on the Green
Friday to Tuesday 6 pm to 9 pm
New conditions for badge draws
* Enjoy a great drink at the KVBRC
with stunning views of the Valley
Once the prize reaches $1000 on Tuesday and or Friday
* Great Australian cuisine
nights you still need to be in the club to win the major prize,
* Lawn Bowls
but if the first drawn member is not present then there will be
a supplementary draw for $50, which will continue to be
* Croquet
drawn until it is won by someone present at the time.
* Family friendly
* Barefoot Bowling
*Trivia Tuesday nights from 7-30 pm
* Junior pool Tuesdays from 3-30 pm
ATM at the Club:
Cash is regularly available
* Senior pool Wednesdays from 6 pm
during all club trading hours.
Marshall Rd: at the Mount Scanzi turn off
Members Badge draws
Tuesday and Friday evenings approx 8 pm fo
r members and guests.
Information for members and guests

Barefoot bowls:

Sundays from 11 am.
Only $5 Includes equipment and green hire
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037
email: quoll@austarnet.com.au
*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial
*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs
~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery

Paul Obern Arborist Services

Est 1988

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 10 years Experience

Pot Plant to Paddock—We cater for all! Tubestock, Windbreaks, Hedging,
Fruit, Seedlings, Natives and Exotics

Wollemi Pines available now!!!
Open 7 days
Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice“ council carpark” Kangaroo Valley

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, Fire
Reduction Clearing, Thinning, Mulching, Dangerous Trees
Removed – all sizes

Call Paul Tel: 02 44651391 or Mobile No. 0403 610 236
Free quotes—Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

Miss Shelleys Flower Shop
shop 1/98 queen street Berry, (behind newsagents)

bh.02 4464 3674 mob. 0422 687 854
Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional
Flowering Hours
Monday to Saturday 8.30 am - 5.30 pm
Sunday and public holidays 10-4 pm

For all your electrical, data & telephone requirements

Phone: 4422 3588

Mobile 0427 442 004

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter
Obligation-free Quotes-24 Hour
Service
Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080

Sports groups and community associations
are invited to submit news
of their activities and events to the
Kangaroo Valley Voice for publication

E-mail to kvvoice@shoal.net.au
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MIKE & CATHY GORMAN
! !!! Electrical Installations – Home/Business
! !!! Smoke detectors, Surge protectors, Safety switches
! !!! Garden and Entertainment lighting
Mobile: 0427651540
Phone/Fax: 44651540
1005 Wattamolla Rd Wattamolla, 2535
Lic No. 46822C
ABN 76 031 101 072

“KANGAROO VALLEY”
WATER CARTAGE
LOCALLY OWNED DOMESTIC WATER CARRIERS
Call us for all your:
1: domestic water needs
2: swimming pool fills or top ups
3: when installing septic tanks or water tanks
4: roadwork or driveway wet downs
5: any other of your bulk water requirements
Competitive Prices
10,000 lt
$120 12,000 lt $140
Pool fills/top up-roadworks etc @ $75.00ph (local)
1st Delivery Special; 12,000 lt at the cost $120
Sick of those annoying time consuming trips to the tip. Here is the answer.
Local rubbish service on a weekly or fortnightly basis
at a cost of $20.00 per pick up.
(Same cost as a trip to the tip but without your precious time wasted)

(Domestic Rubbish/Recycling Only)

Call: Mark & Jodi: 4465-1042 or 0418 426343
Craig & Donna: 4465-2170 or 0421 857207

Ian McLean
Phone 4464 3267
Mobile 0427 643 267

Kangaroo Valley Security
Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

Spring is here but where are you?
If you have lost some of your spring a Massage may help.
Swedish Remedial Shiatsu Moxa Cupping Rebalancing
Pensioner concessions. Some health fund rebates.
Robin Godson-King Bodywork practitioner since 1979
Ph. 4465 1462 (7 days) for appointment or information

Computer Problems
contact Wayne at

Computer Solutions
Fast, friendly service
Solve all your pc computer problems
call 44652435 or mobile 0404362817
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They were told not to worry about attending
and as they arrived back at the station they saw
the Ambulance and police heading to the west
Since the last edition of the Valley Voice and offered their assistance.
the brigade has been called out on two
Fourth call came from this as they were
occasions.
responded to a terribly sad fatal accident west
The First call came at 5.29 pm on Tuesday fifth of Barrengarry store.
September for Kangaroo Valley and
A tree branch had fallen in the strong winds
Cambewarra Brigades to a person trapped
fatally injuring a motorcyclist riding past.
MVA on Cambewarra Mountain.
They crew members stood by to assist as
As crew members were arriving at the station
required.
Kangaroo Valley Brigade was stood down as it They left that accident to return to station when
was determined from more 000 calls that the
they pulled over near Hampden Bridge to
incident was on the Nowra side of the mountain secure a locker that had come open.
and not as bad as stated.
They were approached by a local resident who
Six members turned out.
asked if they were aware of a shed alight on
Second call was also to an MVA.
Upper River Rd. So immediately turning
At 10.34 am on Sunday 10 September both
around to attend the Fifth call.
Kangaroo Valley and Cambewarra Brigades
As they arrived the crew leader asked for more
were called to an “overturned” vehicle at the
resources and Valley 2 was paged to attend.
Kangaroo Valley/Moss Vale Rd intersection.
Shoalhaven RFS, knowing they were getting
At 10.38 as crew members were heading to
stretched with all the fires within the region,
their stations we were both called off as the
especially one at Burrill Lake that had 100
accident had occurred 45 min earlier.
firefighters responded from all over the
Kangaroo Valley Ambulance crew, Scott and
Shoalhaven, that some how a brigade was
Gayle, returning from a previous job and a
sourced from “up Top” and we had the very
Deputy Captain from KVVRFB had stopped at valued assistance from the 4 crew members
the accident just after it had happened.
who arrived in Wingello 2.
The two occupants, who were un-hurt were
Thank you to their Captain and crew members
taken out of the weather and dropped off in the for their assistance. Valley 2 arrived just prior
Valley whilst awaiting police and the tow truck. to the arrival of the Wingello crew.
The car had not overturned but had driven
It should be mentioned that the initial response
straight over the embankment 200 meters
by Valley 1 was a chance happening (they
beyond Kangaroo Valley Rd intersection in the could have been in Cambewarra) and that the
wet and slippery conditions as the driver was
four members on Valley 1 did a tremendous job
late in getting her son to a soccer grand final
cooling the structure, allowing the owner time
match over the mountain.
to get the machinery out of harms way, before
Third Call came on the first total fire ban day
attacking the fire.
for this season, Sunday 24 September at
Wingello 2 crew attacked the fire from the east,
11.43am. The pager message was for Kangaroo Valley 1 from the west whilst the crew of
Valley to join Cambewarra and Illaroo Rd
Valley 2 had the boring, but very very
Brigades at a fire on Hockey’s Lane
important task, of sucking water from a dam
Cambewarra. At this time a number of fires had 100 meters from the fire and supplying both
started within the Shoalhaven and when
Valley 1 and Wingello 2 with water.
Kangaroo Valley was nearing the cemetery they All in all there were four crew members on
were finally able to get through on the radio to Valley 1, five crew on Valley 2, and four crew
say that they were on the way with a crew of 4. on Wingello 2 and three Valley members
arriving in cars ( two coming from the KVJRL
weekend at Cungerong and
one from Gerringong), any
concerns about members
dedication to the Valley are
dispelled here. Wingello
crew stood down around 4
pm.
By this time David
Rebbeck with his bobcat
was called to assist and he
attacked the shed, pulling it
apart allowing easier access
for fire crews.
A tractor was used to pull
out the burning and
smoldering bales of hay so
as crew with rake hoes and
hands pulled apart the bales
to fully extinguish them.
50% of the shed was
destroyed but a lot was
Same day
saved.
Unfortunately 100 metres
hot water system replacement
away from the shed fire the

KVRFS update

KANGAROO VALLEY
PLUMBING SERVICES

Lee Dale:

Tel 0405 224043
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farmer also lost a cow that was also killed by a
fallen branch in the winds.
Valley crews arriving back at station at 5.26 pm
to clean equipment hang hoses and do some
minor maintenance, before a well deserved
beer.
Finally Kangaroo Valley Brigade has received
all it’s C.A.B.A (compressed air breathing
apparatus) equipment at a presentation at
Cambewarra Station on Thursday 14
September. Even though Kangaroo Valley
Brigade members did the training six months
ago a supplier problem resulted in us waiting

Kangaroo Valley Brigade members with their
C.A.B.A gear (L-R) Craig Winter ( Deputy
Captain), Melanie Bowdern ( Advanced
Firefighter), Mark Bourke ( Advanced
Firefighter), Bill Chittick ( Captain), David
"Dusty" Smart ( Senior Deputy Captain).
for the arrival of the air cylinders (the most
important part of the equipment). Cambewarra
and Shoalhaven Heads Brigades also received
their C.A.B.A gear.
At the presentation Bill Chittick also received
the bill for the Brigades financial contribution
to the equipment.
This amounted to $12588 which was half the
cost with the RFS meeting the other half.
As well as that the brigade has spent more than
$1200 on things such as truck mounting
brackets, batteries for torches, cleaning gear for
the C.A.B.A equipment and other ancillary
costs, so it is an expensive outlay for the
brigade and it’s members.
We (Kangaroo Valley) are one of only five
brigades within Shoalhaven to be C.A.B.A
equipped.
Members are now going to do a refresher day
with other Brigades to hone the skills.
We are also lucky that John Allan who is in the
NSWFB and a member of Kangaroo Valley has
offered to train us at the brigade.
Thank you for your time and efforts John.
Craig Winter for KVVRFB

Licence No: 158073C

Note 1: we are calling for new members;
see our ad in this edition of the Voice.

24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service
15 years experience

Note 2: As of the First of October
the grace period for the installation
of smoke detectors has elapsed.
It is now LAW to have WORKING
smoke detectors fitted in homes.
Not having smoke detectors fitted
may result in no fire insurance cover.
Heavy fines exist for non compliance.
SMOKE DETECTORS DO SAVE LIVES.
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events October 2006

November 4 "Emily Cottage" Open Garden.

October 3 Horbury Hunt Club, 7-30 pm, KV Hall
November 4 KV Pool reopens
October 7 KVBRC AGM 9 am at the club
November 7 CMRI Melbourne Cup Day, KVBRC
October 12-15 1 pm to 4 pm Inana Open Garden
November 7 Friendly Inn Melbourne Cup day lunch
October 12 ADFAS lecture Berry School of Arts 7-30 pm
November 12 Anthony Garcia concert, Village hall (see page 9)
October 18 V.I.E.W Gala Day, KV Hall,
November 28 Lions Youth of the year competition
October 23 Women’s Plans Foundation Annual Cocktail Auction (details page 23)
November 30 Hotspots workshop (see page 11)
October 28 Buster Keaton Film festival, Upper River Hall 7-30 pm
April 20-22, 2007 Arts in the Valley
October 29 Berry Mountain Festival 10 am to 4 pm (see page 19)
Organisations
are invited to use this page to claim the date
for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up
and clashes with other groups.

October 30 CWA Summer Collection Parade Community Hall 1 pm
October 31 Nominations close for Lions Youth of the Year (see page 14)

Monthly events
KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – Bill Chittick 4465 1242
Senior Citizen’s Meeting - 10.15 am – Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club.
Environment Group – 6 pm – The Ambulance Community Complex –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Pioneer Museum Park – 1 pm – Garth Chittick 4465 1367
Pioneer Settlement Trust—Pioneer Museum Park - 10.30 am - Garth Chittick 4465 1367
A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty Allan 4465 1154

Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting
Tues (2nd) Pre School Meeting
Tues (1st)

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Fri (1st)

Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare 9 to 11am near picnic area.Tess Heighes 4422 7147

Fri (2nd)

View Club Gen Meeting & Luncheon – 12 pm – Hampden Bridge Café

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482
9-11 am for Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper
Kangaroo Valley Hall Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
Sun (1st)
Family Friendly Contemporary Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Family Evening Service 6-30 pm Uniting Church 4464 1034
Sun (2nd)
Communion & Traditional Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585
Communion Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sun (3rd to 5th) Worship Service
9 am
Uniting Church
4464 1034
Sat (last)
Sat (3rd)

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Bi-weekly events
Tuesday (2nd & 4th)

Lions Club – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 44651056

Friday (1st Friday)

Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare Group Les Mitchell 4465 1564

Weekly events
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs-Fri Mass St. Joseph’s 11 am
Mon
Bingo – 7 pm KVB&RC
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon&Wed 10-12 am Women's Bible Study Anglican Residence 44651585
Mon Wed Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44651585
Mon
Mon low-mod intensity exercise
class Hall 8.45 am 4447 8332
Tues
9 am Association Croquet
Tues Men's Bowling - 1.30 pm, Casual
Contact Club 4465 1175 & leave name
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues
Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall 10am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-20 am
Wed
Tai Chi Hall 8.30 am 4447 8332
Wed
Croquet Club 9 am Valley Club
Wed
Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44 651364
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Exercise Class 9-15 am KV Hall
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Fri
2 pm Association Croquet
Fri
9.30 am Pilates 44651918
Sun
Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'
From 11.00 am
Sun
KV Rural Fire Service Training –
Fire Shed 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church Service 8-30 am
Sunday School 10 am
Sun
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Sun
Uniting Church Worship 9 am (2nd to
5th Sun) and Worship 6.30 pm (1st)

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone/facsimile (02) 4465 1521
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
EMERGENCIES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Public School
Mark McCarthy 4465 1182
Ambulance
000
P&C
Dougall Blanch 4465 1182
Poisons
13 1126
Scots College
Ian Boyle
4465 1089
Integral Energy
13 1003
Bomaderry High Marylin Henderson4421 0699
Lifeline
13 1114
Anglican Church Graham Castle
4465 1585
Fire
000
Sunday School Irene Dunn
4465 1056
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Cuppa and kids Shannon Chittick 4465 1367
Nigel Lewis
4446 0638
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910 Tennis Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Uniting Church John Brentnall
4464 1034 Cricket Club
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Canoe Club
Graeme Mounsey 4465 1597
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
Sharon Selby
4465 1186
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248 Pony Club
4465 1341
Lions
Tony Barnett
4465 1800 Ladies Bowling Margery Good
4465 1035
V.I.E.W. Club
Betty Allan
4465 1154 Men’s Bowling Phillip Chittick
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
C.W.A.
Pauline Miller
4465 1712 Fishing Club
Heather Kelly
4465 1608
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357 Croquet Club
Environment
Pamela Davis
4465 2285
Wires
4862 1788
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AGES & STAGES
Nursing Mothers Karen Beeston
Cubs/Scouting
Cathy Gorman
Senior Citizens
Majorie Good

4465 1098
4465 1540
4465 1341

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew
4465 1482
Pioneer Museum
Elaine Apperley 4465 1306
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
Osborne Park/Hall J. Lenz
4465 1272
A & H Society
Betty Allan
4465 1154
K.V.Rural Fire S Bill Chittick
4465 1242
Tourist Assn
Sue Foster
4465 1165
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Alcholics Anonymous Rick
4465 1113
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn D. Loneragan 4465 1364
K.V.C.A..
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
Group Secretaries - please check & update details

Going to Sydney or the airport?
Going to Canberra?
Sporting events in Sydney?
Weddings?
Formals?
Social functions?
Special Occasions—up to 20 passengers
Wine & Garden tours of the Highlands
“Anywhere—Anytime”

Highlands Chauffeured Hire Cars
Are at your service:

24 Hours Seven days per week

Ring 0400 921 239
For all enquiries and bookings
If undelivered please return to :-
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